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Transcript for February 9 Board of Education Meeting 

 

Cheryl Repass: okay we will begin this evening with a public hearing on the pandemic plan 

portion of our safety plan and here to present is our district our director of school safety and 

security Bill Sanborn. good evening everyone thank you very 

Bill Sanborn: I’ve much prepared a brief PowerPoint just to go over some of the highlights of the 

revisions uh so this is an updating of the panda pandemic action plan more specifically it's 

responding to a declared public health emergency involving a communicable disease as i present 

this this is not coping specific this is for any pandemic that we may face not only presently but 

anything in the future 

so the reasons for the revisions are from recent amendments to the education law section 2801 as 

it pertains to pandemic planning the governor signed into law chapter 177 168 of the laws of 

2020 that require public employers that include our school districts to adopt a continuation of 

operations plan in the event that the governor declares a public health emergency involving a 

communicable disease 

So this legislation amends sub-two of section 2801 of the New York education law that requires 

that the district safety plans include protocols for responding to a declared public health 

emergency involving a communicable disease that are substantially consistent with the 

provisions of labor law section 27c these plans that are to be developed are to be submitted and 

are due April 1. The plans must include a description of positions and titles that are considered 

essential in the event of a state-ordered reduction of in-person workforce as well as justification 

for such consideration. protocols to enable all non-essential employees and contractors to 

telecommute a description of how to stagger work shifts of essential employees and contractors 

to reduce overcrowding in our situation it also talks about public transportation and how to limit 

the number of people using that but in our situation it doesn't particularly apply 

 

also it must include protocols that the district will implement to procure personal protective 

equipment for essential employees and contractors with a quantity sufficient to provide at least 

two pieces of each PPE over at least six months and the reasoning behind that is at the time of a 

pandemic production may go down it would be hard to access the PPE so they want there to be a 

supply kept on site for those essential employees additionally protocols in the event that an 

employee or contractor is exposed to a known case of the disease or is exhibiting symptoms or 

tests positive a protocol for documenting the precise hours and work locations for essential 

employees and contractors and this is designed to aid the tracking of the disease and identify 

exposed employees content tracing 

 

and a protocol for working with the district's locality our local municipalities to identify sites for 

emergency housing for essential employees to further contain the spread of the communicable 
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disease to the needs of the workplace again this applies to all public employers not just school 

districts 

so what did we do as far as our revised policy building process we had an established pandemic 

influenza action guide that we revised in march of 2020 we actually had a pandemic plan 

previous to that but that was our last updating of it that is presently included within our district 

wide safety plan 

we also had an established school reopening plan that was july 31st introduced or presented in 

august of this year we also had the education department's directive that recently came out with 

the amendments to the education law regarding the pandemic planning so we used all those 

resources among others and we revised the pandemic influenza action guide to what we are now 

having as just the pandemic action guy because pandemic is not necessarily going to be just 

influenza and we've identified those amendments to the education law and we've put into our 

policy a continuity of operations plan as well as a continuity of academics plan or instruction um 

and that's within the newly revised pandemic 

so an overview of our plan as we have revised it 

again it's a plan built upon the components of our district-wide safety plan and our building level 

emergency response plans it's a flexible plan developed in collaboration with our school 

community but also public health partners 

the plan identifies a pandemic manager who will direct critical operations of the critical 

operations team in the preparation management and recovery for a pandemic for our district that 

pandemic manager is identified as a superintendent or their designee 

it identifies critical operations and essential workers 

it describes continuity of operations and continuity of instruction during attendance 

it describes how we communicate to staff students and the public regarding any activation of the 

pandemic plan 

it also speaks of the training that we provide to staff students and parents to mitigate the effects 

of a pandemic and to speed the recovery it also speaks of the supplies and the procurement and 

storage of the PPE 

it speaks of control measures to mitigate the spread for instance some of the control measures 

may include restricted access into buildings curtailing extracurricular activities such as sporting 

events practices for disinfecting and sanitizing making sure we have adequate ventilation 

also includes alternate instructional methods 

and our collaboration with neighboring school districts as well as mutual agreement mutual aid 

agreements 
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our plan uh talks about the pandemic emergency plan broken into four phases phase one being 

prevention and mitigation phase two being preparedness phase three being response and phase 

four recovery. 

speaking of the key elements of the prevention mitigation phase it describes working closely 

with public health to determine the need to activate our plan it's reporting cases continuing our 

surveillance communicating and coordinating with public health educating our staff and students 

on health and safety protocols educating parents staff and students about pandemic plan and 

making informed decisions to stay home when ill 

key elements of our phase two preparedness putting information on the website having our 

technology and communication systems tested to ensure that they're working properly having 

backup titles and responsibilities identified with cross training provided for instance if we have 

essential people that are out because of pandemic related illness we have people prepared to step 

in and take up those backup goals housekeeping products and methods are prepared hygiene 

practices cleaning and symptom awareness are reviewed with our staff 

alternate learning strategies are determined contact information kept updated for students and 

staff so we can ensure that we can get timely communications to everyone 

phase three key elements for response we have advanced precautions uh that's collaborating with 

public health reporting our cases uh releasing our communications again encouraging the state 

home is sick having a practice or a policy in place for the return and clearance of both staff and 

students and reviewing those backup staff positions and increasing substitutes as necessary 

another key element of the response is that communication with the family and the community 

engagement school closures modifying operations as necessary health and safety considerations 

classroom and hallway spaces for instance how we 

have movement our building in the hallways spacing social distancing how we use our public 

spaces management of ill persons contact tracing monitoring 

key elements of phase 3 response this is probably our most involved area 

increased cases possible school closure and temporary school closures 

having information technology response during the school closure 

and phase four recovery 

before anyone returns our students are coming back sanitizing cleaning before anyone's return 

communicating with parents in the community 

position clears the staff and students for return with that review by our school resources and 

oversight through human resources 
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we have our ASI instructional directors and principals developing status report on education 

programs lost construction and assessing the emotional impact on students and staff prior to 

return part of the recovery 

implement program or services to reestablish those instructional programs need to track costs 

associated with lost instructional time and stats statistically and apply for any grants or state aid 

to recover the costs occurred 

so that was a brief overview the content of our plan is actually 13 pages so it's pretty involved i 

try to highlight the significant portions of it so the existing existing pandemic action guide that is 

located within our current district wide safety plan that is found on our website the drafted 

pandemic action guide is also posted to our website so those two documents can be compared to 

see the revisions that have been made thank you very much thank you thank you 

so we just have one question that came in um will proven vaccines vaccinations be required 

before students are allowed to return in person next year 

right now students do not have to be vaccinated 

that's all I have. 

Cheryl Repass: thank you very much thank you thank you thank you so much if the public 

hearing is now closed and we'll move on to the regular business agenda. education will begin 

with the pledge of allegiance of the united for states it stands one nation under god indivisible 

with liberty and justice for all  

uh the board of education met in a work session prior to this meeting to review part one of the 

budget which frank will present in a few minutes and there is a personnel addendum to be moved 

on at the same time as the ones in our packet and there is also a need for an executive session 

after the meeting to discuss confidential information regarding a legal issue negotiations with 

bargaining units and the employment history of particular individuals we have a motion to 

approve the agenda is presented Steve second by Leon all those in favor opposed um and the 

approval of the January 26 2021 minutes may have emotionally approved those minutes in your 

packet mike seconded by Kristin all those in favor anyone opposed or needing to abstain 

we do have a special presentation beginning with our budget on buildings and ground security 

debt service transportation athletics and interfund transfers uh Frank Nardone will lead us in this 

presentation assistant superintendent for business services 

Frank Nardone: okay so good evening so tonight begins our presentation of our budget for the 21 

22 school year um so just a little recap as to the process that we follow uh so over the next four 

meetings two meetings in February two meetings in march we'll be talking about different 

segments of the budget and then the last meeting in march we'll go over the entire budget and 

totality I’ll also have a recap of the total and the last slide here tonight uh but the hope is that by 

April first we'll know the final budget for the state of New York so that our state aid numbers 

that are estimates right now based on the initial governor's run will be solidified and then 

ultimately approve the budget but at one of the April board meetings so that's our plan so we'll 
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begin tonight the transportation area and in all these areas we'll start off by just giving a recap as 

to the number of people that are involved in each of these areas or the students and so forth so in 

transportation uh for 2021 we're transporting a little bit under 2700 kids and this year is a little 

bit different obviously it's different in a lot of areas uh but we do show two years because in 

1920 which was more of a similar normal year for us we're bussing over 4 100 kids but because 

of the remote learners or a lot of kids being dropped off uh which many kudos go to our security 

department for handling the drop-offs we have a lot less kids on our bus plus with the social 

distancing requirement as well number of schools that we transport to in addition to our school 

there's numerous schools across the county that we have to drive to this year we're at 51 schools 

normally we're close to 70. number of contract drivers that we have are 59 that number has been 

coming down we've had a lot of drivers retire this year um it's a national problem of shortage of 

bus drivers right now we're okay we have enough uh hopefully we go back to full school in 

September we will have some challenges so we need to do some hiring that's why you see 

billboards or advertisements all over not just for Churchville-Chili but all the school districts 

were in need of bus drivers, number of attendants at 23 sub drivers we have 17 of those so I’ve 

attended seven we have one driver and training ring so that's where we need to increase that and 

start training more to become drivers we have seven mechanics in our garage five office staff for 

a total of 118 people in the entire transportation operation so I’m really going to highlight the 

fourth column which is the increase in decrease just talk about changes so what we're going to 

see uh first column will be the actual expenses as of June 30 20 in each of these areas the middle 

column is the current year budget of 2021 and then the proposed budget for 21.22 so if you look 

at salaries you see an increase of 123 000 the majority of our operation is human resources we're 

selling services we have salaries and benefits the majority of our budget so that increase reflects 

on not new positions that's just contractual obligations agreements that we have with the 

different associations that represents that increase for this upcoming year 2021 21 22 sorry 

equipment it's a modest number in that area we spent 20 a little bit over under 2 900 so we're 

keeping that number at 8 900 and I should mention that when we look at our budget we go back 

five years in each of the different budget codes these are summaries of numerous codes and we 

do a history run and see if we're not spending the budget then we'll lower our budget if we are 

we'll maintain that budget and if the need is to raise the budget we will do that as well in the 

equipment area as you see we kept that the same we do have a slight decrease in the contractual 

area which really is attributed to a reclassification of insurance costs that's why the insurance 

column is in red but if you add up that column on the far left that will add up to that 400 000 733 

in the third round and that just gives you more of a breakdown as to where that money is being 

spent so we do have a re-class there in other words we're moving money to a different code to 

cover our insurance costs a little bit less than this code because we've been spending less at the 

transportation facility 

materials and supplies and again materials and supplies and equipment it's not a big part of our 

budget it's in salaries and benefits as i mentioned but we do have an increase of 42 thousand 

dollars in this particular area you'll notice all the items on the left in red where the changes have 

occurred uh basically what we're looking at here is uh 15 000 of that 42 000 is attributed to 

pandemic supplies this year alone before we opened school we spent close to a half a million 

dollars to buy all the supplies that you see throughout our schools and washing stations signs 
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signage masks sanitizing solutions sprayers and so forth um so we're anticipating and in the in 

the bus area we put up plexiglas we had to provide gowns shields for the drivers masks that are 

on the buses should a student arrive without a mask or for the bus driver's sake as well haven't 

have a mask so we're anticipating we may need to continue to do that it's never been a budget 

item we didn't have to buy pandemic supplies prior to putting our current budget in place so we 

need to get some money in there so we're putting fifteen thousand dollars towards the uh and 

transportation another area in there is we're looking at about thirty thousand dollars in gasoline 

charges as you know as we purchase new buses they're in the regular gas instead of diesel they 

get a little bit less mileage per gallon than the diesel buses but the maintenance costs are 

significantly less than the diesel so we have to increase our price of fuel because although we 

have a number that's higher than what we're currently paying you don't know what the fuel cost 

is going to be a year and a half from because this budget covers all the way through june of 22. 

so we do have an increase of about 30 000 for fuel in that area and um then we're also looking at 

just some other minor changes in tires and tubes and bus parts which makes up that 42 000 

change so overall our total transportation budget would be that five million seven twenty four 

nine eighty six compared to the current year of five million five fifty nine we have an increase of 

165 thousand a little bit under three percent if you were to back out the salaries we're looking at 

about a 2.7 percent increase over that 41 000 

operations and maintenance so we have a total of seven custodians we have six facilities uh 

counting the ninth grade academy as well um and we have one floating custodian we will fill in 

if someone is out ill or on vacation or so forth plus if they're out here then we have a floater to 

move around and help us where the knee may be total square footage including the pool which 

has gone up from the prior year to 738 000 plus the number of square feet per cleaner is about 26 

676. the recommended is about twenty four thousand eight thirty six so we're a little bit over uh 

the amount of square footage our cleaners are cleaning uh that results to recommended a little 

over 30 cleaners we have thirds we're close but we're just a tad under and that we're closer now 

because last year in this budget 2021 we did add a cleaner to this particular budget knowing that 

the pool is going to be opening and it's a big area that we need to take care of on a daily basis 

number of maintenance mechanics five and a half then we get into the grounds cruel crew we 

have one for every 35 acres the recommended is 116 acres is our total divided by the 35 we 

should have about 4.6 we actually have 4.5 so we're pretty close right there um when we have a 

bad snow i wish we had five more uh but right now they're doing a fantastic job handling our 

district in the future as we develop the land that we purchased a couple of years ago that's over 

100 acres you're going to see the need to possibly add a position here but right now we're in good 

shape with the current stat um let's see number of couriers we have one office staff we have one 

uh and then we have a pool technician a receiving clerk one and then a director and an assistant 

director too so a total of 52 people in our operations and maintenance department which by the 

way they're doing a fantastic job this year in particular with other new requirements that we've 

had with the sanitizing and so forth 
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so we look at the numbers for this department again we start off with the salaries we have 

contractual arrangements that we have to uh we're obligated to meet that's at 69 000 increase 

contractually looking at a 4 000 increase there which basically is just increasing cost um you 

know costs go up just like our when you go to the store the cost of what you bought last week 

cost a little bit more this week gas is going up on a daily basis and so forth where our costs go up 

as well uh that's reflected in the service contract area utilities you see a reduction in the gas in the 

electric again as we look back at the five years we haven't been spending all of the budget so 

we're able to lower that a little bit and with a reduction we're able to see the bottom line be a little 

bit more controlled too that's why we look at each and every budget code each other each year so 

you have 21 000 in reductions in those two codes a modest change of 2 300 in the repair area 

again due to increased costs and so forth and reclassification of some insurance is also part of 

that the materials you see a big jump of 98 000 so the biggest piece of that 85 000 of that is for 

pandemic supplies so last year when we purchased that as i said the half a million dollars of 

supplies it came out of basically two coats operations and maintenance that's on the sanitizing the 

mask and so forth and then the buses so we put 15 000 in for transportation 85 000 in for 

operations and maintenance and that hundred thousand will cover the whole district we hope that 

we should be okay with that we still have inventory left over and we keep an eye on that to make 

maintain that inventory and quite honestly the county has been very helpful with us too they have 

provided some PPE protective personal equipment for us at no charge and that was because they 

received federal money they couldn't give us the federal money but they could give us the 

product and they've been very good all we do is we go down there at the airport there's a location 

there drive through and they give us our supplies that we need it's not all of our supplies but they 

have helped us out significantly so that's 85 of that we have some general supply increases again 

with cost of about 10 000 and then with our pool we're trying to right-size our pool as far as our 

costs so we do a lot of conversations with other schools that have similar type size pools it's new 

to us we just opened it but we do have about 3 000 more dollars in there to cover our supplies 

and the needed supplies that we need to keep functioning so overall we're looking at a budget of 

five million twenty thousand dollars which is an increase of a hundred and fifty three thousand 

from the current year or three point one five percent again take out the salaries we're up to about 

3.28 and again the biggest driving factor here is those PPE pandemic supplies 

security so we have one director and we just saw him give the presentation fantastic job that bill 

and his crew have done uh security workers we have nine century we have one SRO we have one 

uh the covered times this is a normal school year right here this year as I said earlier is anything 

but normal um right now they're really working four days a week 10 hour days we don't have 

security on Wednesday because we have very few children here on Wednesday but on the other 

days we need them early in the morning for high school we need them later in the afternoon for 

the elementary school they help us with all the cars we have a lot more cars than we ever had 

before and it's not just Churchville-Chili it's every school a lot of parents want to drive their 

children and that's fine we've done a really good job in keeping that safe keeping the kids away 

from the buses as they're getting into their cars it's worked out well they liked most of the winter 

because the snow wasn't coming down the last couple of weeks or so maybe the snow started 

coming but they're doing a great job and I think it's uh the parents see that too and they 

appreciate it and they're very patient which they have to do um extra duties various right now as 
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I said due to COVID it's totally different but these are just listing the things that they normally 

would do and athletic events even though athletics have opened up now will probably not have 

much security because the visitors the crowd will not be that large if they're limited to two per 

player it's not a big problem we're in the past we've had numerous people at events so we need 

the security so we'll have to reduce on that which helps us with them being here when schools in 

session and then that just lists all the other events that they normally do in a given year 

okay so now we look at the money here so again we have contractual increases the twelve 

thousand dollars equipment we have increased at two thousand dollars it's not new money it's 

reclassified money from other codes basically it gives us a little bit more money to buy our 

cameras we have a lot of cameras in our district but we need to continually renew them as they 

age out and we've added some because we've increased our space and uh you'd be surprised you 

could find all nooks and crannies that we try to cover so we have a little extra money we have 

money in our other code for cameras but we just put a little bit more here for security uh in the 

contractual area we're looking at the cabling for those cameras that's basically making up the 

majority of that six thousand dollars a little bit increase for the sro which is an agreement we 

have with monroe county it's less than a thousand dollar increase that's that hundred and one 

thousand um but that's increased as part of that sixty one hundred but majority of that is for cable 

so when we put the cameras in we have to run cables and this way instead of technology 

department having to worry about those costs we're starting to put some of that cost into security 

and then in the materials and supplies that's a reduction and again that's that reclassification we 

like to put the money into equipment because we can't transfer money into equipment during the 

year once it's in equipment you can move it out but you can't add two equipment unless it's 

coming from another equipment so it's better to have our money there in case we buy a piece of 

equipment and if we don't need the equipment we can move it down to supplies or contraction 

will help us in those particular areas so overall we have a budget of 584 thousand dollars 

compared to the current year it's an increase of 17 662 or 3.12 again without the salaries in there 

we would be looking at a 3.48 increase 

athletics again this is on a normal year we would have approximately 77 teams varsity 31 jv 16 

mod a 10 and 20 for the mod b's number of coaches 105 number of students 1400 plus one 

athletic director one secretary and a 0.4 release for an athletic coordinator 

so you'll see a reduction in the coaches here but that's really we didn't eliminate any positions 

here it's actually the adopted budget of last year uh was a little bit less than what we originally 

started with so we it's an error on my part i should have changed that 428 884 it should have 

been 426 953. when we do this presentation now by the time we finish the budget in april we 

may make a change we have to remember to come back and change it which i did in most cases 

but i did forget that so there's really not a change at all in the coaches area that should be zero 

supervision zero change their transportation obviously because of contractual obligations that's 

going to be up a little higher uh if they were to transport on a normal basis and then the clerical 

again contractual equipment we're not looking at any change there we have a good budget to 

cover our fitness rooms uh replacement on physique equipment and so forth uh but our fitness 

room is in great shape right now and mike our athletic director has a system there where he's 
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replacing the equipment on a regular basis so that we don't get to a situation where you have to 

change a lot at once materials and supplies you see we spent 74 000 so we're close but we did not 

increase that number for this particular upcoming year on the contractual side we do have a 

couple increases on the trainer we contract the outside company that's an increase on our hourly 

fee uh 2200 dollar increase our strength and conditioning again is with an outside company um 

in order to get a quality individual with longevity in other words they'll stay for the price that 

they're being paid the contractor needed to increase his quality fee and that's reflected in that nine 

thousand dollars right now we're looking at that 24 000 cost so now we're at we're close to that 

tipping point as to should we continue a contract or should we consider hiring our own and you 

know when you look at the salaries it's probably best to hire your own but then when you put 

benefits in there it would cost us more if we had our own but we're close so we'll be monitoring 

that should that number in the future continue to go up that significant well right now we're 

going to stay with the outside company at this point because of the savings that we're getting in 

the benefit so in the total there you have an increase of thirteen thousand dollars thirteen 

thousand one eighteen point one point three nine percent again without the salaries we're up three 

point four 3.47 

so now we're going to talk about the debt service which are our bonds okay so all of our capital 

projects that we have done over the years it's like a mortgage when you buy a house you get a 

mortgage well when you do capital work we don't have that cash flow so we have to borrow so 

we pay our principal and interest on our bonds we go out to the open market and we sell bonds to 

investors that want to buy a school district fund okay we have a very good rating we're under 

new york state with our rating with our cash flow our balance sheet in a positive situation we're 

in a plus rating so that makes us favorable to an investor so what we're showing here are all of 

our bonds that we have outstanding shows the actual expense that we paid on each of these in 

1920 the current budget and the proposed budget so you'll see modest changes towards the 

bottom it gets a little bit bigger because now we're starting to go out with new issues for the 

payment we don't bond everything right away we pay with short-term borrowings which is called 

a bond anticipation note once we incur most of the expenses then we'll go to a bond we we've 

been receiving tremendous rates as everybody knows uh if you get a mortgage today the rates are 

very low well our bonds are very low so the expense the 15 years that we'll be paying on these 

bonds is a very good rate conversely when you look at the revenues and we're not talking about 

revenues tonight our interest is ridiculous very low it's almost zero and as anybody has any 

money in a savings account understands that but at least saving money on the expense side which 

is a positive so overall on our principal on our bonds we're up 639 000 and this is all planned we 

know that this is coming because it's all scheduled out for us we work with a company that 

schedules this for us and it matches the eight we get building aid so we're our debt as our debt 

goes up our billing age is going up 

next page is our interest on those blocks so as the bonds mature the interest starts dropping down 

it's all for upfront usually so you'll notice the big changes there are negative 456 000 so our total 

debt on our bonds is 182 000 increase you'll notice too in the proposed section at 8 million 276 

252 and then you see the 400 000 well we have money in the debt service reserve it's a reserve 

fund that you're eligible to have that we can use to pay future expenses so we're going to use 400 
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000 of that money like we did this current year so that our debt is actually 78.76 for the bonds 

these are the bonds on the bills so you have an increase of 2.37 percent and i say buildings 

because now we'll talk about the buses so in the the last three years we've been paying cash for 

our buses that's why you don't see this screen being full 

prior to that we used to borrow and the reason we started borrowing probably now close to 15 18 

years ago was because the government the state used to pay us 90 percent 90 cents back on every 

dollar we bought from the bus the following year state changed many many years ago and said 

we're going to pay it to you not at 90 you're going to get an aid ratio now it's 70. but we're going 

to pay it to you over five years so when they made that change it wasn't our advantage to pay 

cash anymore so we started borrowing well we borrow and we pay over five years and the state 

aid's over five years now your expense matches your revenues you know it's a little bit less but at 

least it's coming in at the same time very close the last few years we went to a concept of trying 

to get back to cash because we're trying to lower our debt when we do have meetings with 

Moody’s investing company when we're ready to sell our bonds they talk to us so you guys are 

fantastic but it'd be nice if you can get your debt down just a little bit it's the only negative and 

it's really not a negative try to get it down a little bit so we went towards the cash option at least 

on our buses so we started doing that as i said the last three four years but now we're getting to a 

point where the state aid isn't coming in as much as it had been from the governor and so now 

we're looking at maybe possibly start borrowing again all right to match up to whatever rate that 

we're going to get going into the future so it's like a roller coaster up and down but right now 

we're at a low end you see our principal on the bonds on the buses it's down 330 000 uh but you 

see a lot of zeros i got a feeling as we go forward if we don't have the cash flow because we're 

using the cash to cover our budgets because state aid isn't there i have to go back to borrow and 

it's really the way we've been doing with the cash has been working out really good we're getting 

our debt down but we'll see what happens with the state aid so on the interest side you have a 

reduction of 25 000 against the same bonds for those year purchases total debt on the bus is 355 

000 reduction so when you look at the amount of money that the general fund transfers to that 

service fund at eight million one eighty seven that's down 172 000 and then we have some bans 

which are bond anticipation so when we're starting a project then we're incurring costs if we 

don't have the cash flow you can't go to a serial bond until you're almost completed with the 

project but you can borrow on a short-term basis they call it a ban or bond anticipation so next 

year we'll have a ban for 35 000 that's the interest cost that we expect to earn incur on that just 

for one year until we get to next june and then we'll bond that project with other projects we 

combine it so you save on the financing costs you'll notice the current year our ban cost is 99 853 

that's going down to 35 so we have a savings there of 64 000. overall debt service is down 236 

000 or 2.8 percent okay 

that's one way to get them quick sorry about that all right so that's where we were there we go 

okay so now we have inner front transfers so school districts accounting is set up with multiple 

funds the general fund is our big fund that's where our taxes come in and all most of our bills are 

paid right out of the general fund we also have the special aid fund which is the federal and state 

funded programs that we have title programs if you will then we have the capital fund that's 

where all of our bonds come from our capital projects and we have school lunch so the general 
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fund has been sending money to these funds for a variety of reasons current year budget we're at 

364 000 proposed budget we're going to keep that to be the same you notice that one year in the 

capital one million three hundred and ten thousand that's because we did a transfer a year-end of 

surplus monies to the capital fund which ultimately helped us not have to borrow money for that 

million dollars so we saved on our borrowing costs by using that cash the one item i'd like to 

point out here is the school lunch we've been subsidizing the school lunch fund over the last 

couple of years about a hundred thousand dollars school lunch fund last year lost three hundred 

thousand dollars they're probably looking at losing the same amount of money this year even 

though the lunches are free because the state is and the federal government are making them free 

we just don't have the participation number one we don't have as many kids but we just don't 

have participation from the kids that are here and it's free it doesn't matter your financial 

situation whether it's lunch or breakfast they're free we do have a lot of people that will come in 

and pick up food and that's great our school lunch people were doing that all from march through 

June when the pandemic was at a point where nobody had a clue what was going on they were 

here every day and I’m sorry we started every day then we went to three days serving lunches so 

whatever family showed up the heck of a job this year the state has made it off free for everyone 

you didn't have to fill out an application even though we encourage parents that are normally on 

free reduce fill out your application because there's other benefits that they can receive from the 

government if that application is filed but we're losing money so this is something that we have 

to keep an eye on because we have to continue subsidizing them more and more each and every 

year and that's getting to be a bigger burden we're going to keep the 100 000 right now because 

we feel if we can get back to normal we're going to turn this around suspend the way things have 

been and the participation is dropped off certificate so overall in the transfer code we don't have 

any changes it's a flat increase from one year to the next so now we have our tax cap calculation 

so that's that covers the departments that we're going to talk about tonight now we'll talk about 

the tax cap and this will show up in each of the four presentations so we start off and to do this 

calculation remind you this is the two percent cap that the governor brought forward many many 

years ago we start off this calculation with the prior year tax levy which is the 38 million 213 

000 that's the total tax dollars that we collected in this school year to pay our bills through our 

four times then we get a growth factor which is supplied by the state of new york 1.0062 you 

multiply it by that then we get to add the pilots now what are pilots well if a company builds in 

our community and the town or county gives them a tax break for say 10 years it's normal they 

then don't pay taxes but they pay us in lua it's a lot smaller amount but it's in lieu of tax that's at 

316 000 from the current year you add all that up your 38 million 766 then you can multiply that 

by the growth factor or cpi consumer price index whichever is less but no more than two than the 

two percent so with that this year again it's provided to us 1.23 then we subtract next year's 

community so we have some new ones that are coming on companies that's going to generate 

400 3 000 for us we have to subtract it in this calculation then you add your carryover so 

carryover is if your cap is 2.5 and you go out to 2 percent that 0.5 is a carryover so we've 

accumulated 391 000 in the past that we have not gone to the cap that we can now add into this 

formula comes up to that yellow line now we're at 39 million 230 983 compare that to the top 

number of 38-13 it's an increase of a million 17 000 or 2.66 percent so our two percent tax cap is 

truly two point six six percent all the information at the bottom is zero because the trs rate 
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teachers retirement rate the employees retirement rate if they exceed if they go up by more than 

two percent you can use that increase and add to your cap we're zero in all those areas so our cap 

is at that 2.66 

so now this slide will show us where we are currently with our initial budget for the 21-22 school 

year so we'll start off our total expenses for 2122 right now 91 million 368 047 our total revenues 

including the current year's tax levy not an increase in taxes current year tax levy assume it stays 

the same for next year with all the other revenues that we do know 85 million 581 that gives us a 

gap of five million seven hundred and eighty six thousand dollars how are we going to cover that 

gap well some assumptions that we followed in the past we use fund balance or appropriate fund 

balance which is basically savings accounts one million six sixty two in addition we have what 

they call pandemic adjustments so last year before our vote in june we had a deficit of about 400 

000 and the governor took an additional 470 000 right before our vote and said but we'll give it 

to you as federal money so it's supplanting state money with the federal money we put that into 

our pandemic adjustment as our surplus money that we're going to use coupled with the deficit 

that we had at the time that's how we got up that 800 000 but what we're doing is we're using our 

savings account so think about your own budget at home if you're spending a thousand dollars a 

month and you're only bringing in 800 you're using your savings eventually the savings will go 

away well right now we're weathering the storm like we did in 2008 when we had the financial 

crisis by utilizing our reserve money 

so now we also have exactly reserve monies that we're eligible to use and they can only be used 

up to not exceeding the amount that's in the budget so the first one is unemployment we have 

thirty thousand on our own employment budget we can only use up to thirty thousand of the 

unemployment reserves workers comp 491 000 employees retirement 873 000 we actually have 

more in there our expenses a lot more than that but that's all we're bringing in at this point so 

we're using more savings we're using the reserves so now you have that deficit of five million 

seven eighty six you subtract the one million six sixty two the eight seventeen to thirty to four 

ninety one in the 873 from that because we're hoping that deficit out by using savings our 

remaining gap is one million nine eleven seven twenty one 

so now we're gonna increase the taxes two percent our tax cap is two point six six but right now 

we'll say we're only going to go up two percent that generates seven hundred sixty five thousand 

seven hundred twenty one dollars it's not what the tax rate is going to go up it's what the tax levy 

is going on the tax rate is based on assessments we do not know assessments at this point in time 

and history has been our tax rate has been a lot less than our tax level because assessments have 

grown a lot of building coming in reassessing and so forth so that number two represents just to 

mention our tax cap is at 2.66 

additional state aid so we still have a gap we're at one million nine we have 765 coming in taxes 

we still have a gap of 1 million 146 at this point so we we usually stay at that point this time of 

year because now we're hoping for more state aid and if the state aid isn't there as i said you 

should have a the government should have a budget by april 1. if we don't get additional state aid 

then we're looking at we have to make some more savings we have to use more savings or we 

have to look at our expense side everybody let's see how we're going to make that gap up so 
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thank you any questions so frank you've got the budget money in here and the Cuomo took away 

the money and they anticipated the federal dollars that still built into this budget so the COVID 

package doesn't get passed at the federal level we'll be looking at a bigger march again right the 

governor has given us some state aid of uh reduction in our state aid which again we didn't talk 

about revenue tonight that's why you didn't see that of 3 million 580 000 roughly but then as he 

takes that away he inserts the federal charisma and saying I’m going to get the federal stimulus 

money's going to come in and it's going to be dollar for dollar match that 

yes so we've got a budget gap that you've just told us about plus the money that hasn't been 

cashed by the federal government right and the thing to remember about that million three 

million five from the federal government is will that be there again the following year right if it 

might be there for 21 22 which is the year we're talking about well will that continue in 2223 or 

will the state come back with the money so Cuomo really cut us and then he could replace it with 

that so that's given to us this year we're okay and then next year we're in trouble right he cut us to 

three million five for next year as I said earlier uh just before the vote 470 000 he took so he's 

taken over four million dollars basically right and it's planted with federal yeah that's correct 

okay thank you okay i just want to make sure i understood it yep. 

 

Cheryl Repass: our student representative  

Student: um so executive council has been meeting the past couple weeks to plan an in-person 

event to help get students involved so right now we're looking at a grade versus grade challenge 

we would have 40 people involved it would be held in the senior high school bacteria and that 

has been approved by Mr. Wilson and I assume someone up here at the higher level um but we're 

looking at having different team activities and having four teams of 10 or 10 teams before excuse 

me um and just having that event help get students back involved and seeing their friends if 

they're on different days um and then winter sports have also started so the sports that were 

postponed so we have hung up posters with the sports names and all of the athlete's name um 

helped recognize them and varsity hockey is having a game tonight so we were saying luck to 

our varsity players but that is it going on in high school right now. 

Cheryl Repass: thank you. superintendent update Lori’s going to give us an update um our 

weekly board meeting update. 

Lori Orologio: all right so I’ll start with um we continue to have our weekly county 

conversations with superintendents across the county in addition there are times in which we 

meet with Dr Mendoza and other individuals that could provide more guidance to us we did once 

again advocate for a reduced or lessening of the social distancing in our classroom in order to try 

to get that down to at least three feet we were not successful at this point but we will continue to 

do so it was made very clear today that that is a new York state department of health decision the 

six foot social distancing and that's where our advocacy needs to be focused upon so we will uh 

continue to do that uh in regard to what Caitlin just said about athletics uh girls basketball played 

last night and did it when 
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ice hockey as you mentioned is back tonight uh and also wrestling has begun as well as well um 

as well as off season sports have started to be able to work out and get some of that benefit we 

still are on track for the march first which is fall to athletics which would be football cheer and 

volleyball so that event is pending for march 1st in regard to vaccines um each week we have 

received a couple of links from monroe county for our educators that link comes out at four 

o'clock to all superintendents and then we distribute that link to all of our staff so when there are 

only about 300 doses for the following day to be scheduled you can imagine that pretty much 

those schedules get resolved in about eight minutes so we have requested that perhaps they could 

set aside some of the vaccinations or doses for transportation for our drivers and attendants so the 

county has agreed to do that so on a proportional basis they have identified a certain number of 

doses for each of the school districts and we are waiting for that information to come forward 

and then Frank and Larry will assist the transportation to get those individuals set up for their 

vaccines in regard to reopening conversations about potential for late spring and especially in 

regard to the fall we have a kickoff subcommittee with teachers and administrators that are 

looking to begin on February 24th to kind of set the stage and set goals to discuss our ability to 

bring back students more frequently as well as for a full opening in the fall what we are unsure 

about at this time from the fall is whether or not new York state education department is going to 

require an option for full remote so that is something that we will need to wrestle with whether or 

not we will staff for that or whether or not we will contract with BOCES such as we do for other 

programming as welcome west side academy and other alternative high and things of that feature 

so we do have some money in the budget because we're not sure exactly what that might look 

like just yet so again we'll be working throughout the spring to try to make sure that we're set and 

ready to go and the last item I have is that there are some individuals that are looking to take 

vacations whether that be in February or April and at this time those requirements for travel are 

still in place so there would need to be testing before a person goes they need to make weight the 

required number of days when they get back and then test again so there are no lessening of 

restrictions 

 

all right next uh next we have program we do have an action item for committees on special 

education it's in your packet we have a motion to approve is presented Amy second by the end 

all those in favor opposed and we do have a discussion item under a program for the Europe trip 

um I think Giulio is going to lead that first discussion item bi-annual Europe trip  

Giulio Bosco: so we did have a discussion on with Scott Wilson and with brigade in regards to 

the trip that was postponed last year to this summer and uh based on where we are with the 

pandemic the decisions been made to cancel that particular trip um because we're very concerned 

you know financially we don't know where these companies are and we want to give families the 

opportunity to recoup some of that money if they want to um the companies have made it clear 

that if a family decides to utilize the money for a future trip with their company they can do that 

so that's a choice that they have or they can outright cancel trip and then there's a penalty that's 

built into the agreement which each family's gonna have to decide 
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what we're concerned about is if things get paused another year we already had former seniors 

um that we're going to go on this trip and then they'll be two years out we're just starting to think 

that that's really not appropriate to you know have students who graduated several years earlier 

going with our kids you know two years another year now so all of that together it was a 

consensus that it just made sense to sooner than later do this hopefully those economies will open 

up in the near future but some of the countries that we're planning to go to it's still very 

restrictive there's the company can't give us a straight answer as to whether or not these trips are 

going to actually happen because they don't know when will parents be informed with his family 

so scott mailed a letter i completed yesterday to the families they should get it by the end of the 

week an email will go from Mrs. Sheelar to all of the families involved on Friday and um the 

company itself they asked the company not to send an email out to families until they heard from 

the school district first and so families should be hearing from the company Friday or over the 

weekend and then again families will have a decision on what they'd like to do when that money 

is paid it's disappointing um but we just feel it's in the best interest of our students to give them 

access to those funds that they've 

disappointing um it does put us back onto a regular rotation we're going to re-visit this all on the 

wall see where we are see what the condition of bf tours is hopefully they're still solid um that 

right now they are um it's these are enormous sums of money that they're having to reimburse to 

the school districts so again we're just we're trying to be thoughtful and you know waiting a year 

i thought was reasonable um but with no straight answers at this point with this close to the 

summer i think we're taking a big risk especially with other people it's our parents funds we want 

to make sure they can get access well we will we'll come back in the fall let you know if there's a 

you know week that the district would like to consider a trip uh 

 

Cheryl Repass: Next is Giulio also on the February 1st superintendent's conference day  

Giulio Bosco: we uh as as usual at the at the beginning of the second or the end of the first 

depending on how you want to look at it we have our superintendents conference day this year 

due to the public pandemic we did decide to utilize half the morning for our particular 

conference day and then give the buildings back the other half to do more planning which i know 

our principals and instructional leaders appreciated in the morning what we what we had 

available for folks is uh there were really three different uh sessions and then let's start with the 

elementary school the principals uh had asked if they could have one of the sessions to work 

with their staff related to literacy so they used an hour of the time to review some needs in the 

area of literacy and some steps forward in that area and some some presentations around what we 

would be doing in the next couple of months uh regarding to guided reading specifically um we 

also had uh sessions that were related to cultural responsiveness we actually had about 10 

sessions or so that our staff could pick from uh they were again very well received and people 

again were able to resume uh attend a pd of their choice which they were able to do Nicole yields 

office had a session that was mandatory for most staff related to student supports specifically 
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around iep requirements and 504 requirements just reviewing um really all those regulations 

making sure we were reminding ourselves of what we were expected to do even with the 

pandemic in place so again that was information meant to be a refresher for our staff and then um 

finally there was also time put aside for our 2d training for all of our staff we worked with ccea 

to make sure that they had some time that morning to finish up their trainings we utilized a 

system called safe schools that has pre-programmed trainings and it allows allows our teachers to 

take their trainings and then it gives them a certification and later if we're audited we have an 

ability uh to track who's had those likely those trainings so again that went very slowly you know 

Larry’s office now is just making sure everybody's up to speed with their training so that we've 

met those requirements and then finally the high school based on contractual agreements also 

had time um for their healthcare courses obviously no regent scoring this year but many many 

teachers were involved in preparing for their semester that was it that was a busy day but it was a 

good day very productive  

Cheryl Repass: thank you leads us to personnel we do have a couple action items there classified 

and non-classified personnel may have a motion to approve the classified and non-classified 

including the addendum that's at your place Leon second by Steve all those in favor anyone 

opposed or needing to abstain on this i don't need to correct me separation agreement with the 

civil service administratorship we have an option to accept the separation from the civil service 

group regarding employee ge kathy second by Steve all those in favor anyone opposed.  

there are no discussion items for personnel but moves us to business action items we have two 

policies absentee ballots 1270 and appointments designations and authorizations by the board 

policy 1330. they have a motion to approve these modifications follow the seeds that were 

proposed in our factory hey Amy seconded by kathy all those in favor anyone opposed or 

needing to abstain 

we have a discussion item it moves us to this business discussion item of the pandemic pandemic 

plan for a 30-day review. Frank you want to speak to this?  

Frank Nardone: I think bill did a great job modifying our plan uh when this all came out not too 

long ago we had already done this earlier on we had talked to our safety committee about it but 

we did have to make some some adjustments as he mentioned tonight um I think we're in good 

shape and as he said too it's not just for COVID it's for any pandemic so I think we did a good 

job on it and now it's open for 30 days for comments from the community uh that we can address 

so the community will be able to find that.  

Lori Orologio: Mandee do you want to just speak to that briefly: 

Amanda Puleo: sure it's going to be similar to what we have on the website right now for 

tonight's board meeting they'll have the same link to this video a link to the plan that's posted on 

the website and then instructions on how to email our CCCSD help email address to make 

comments on that and that will be open through march 12th for public comment and it'll all be 

right on the top of every single web page so it will stand out to everybody very easy to find. 
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Cheryl. many events reports uh we had a finance and audit committee meeting uh today uh Dan 

Hendricks by phone uh reviewed the report that he sent ahead of time um just a couple highlights 

from it i mean it was for the time period of July of last year through December about 32 million 

dollars during that time was reviewed 2 000 shocks he's here every other Thursday in the 

building looking at checks i think it's good for us to remember he's here and i think you have 

what eight or nine small fines he has to dig hard to find them so overall it's a good report 

yeah Amy flash yesterday mike Kristen caught it tonight 

um last week we did legislative and we had a zoo meeting with all the brand new new legislators 

a whole new group of people started building relationships with the outside executive 

community last week and for our more high school where we did the special session to review 

Cheryl Repass: okay all right uh we have a motion to enter into executive session kristen second 

brexit follows in favor all right do you have a motion to turn the mood no no not until later. 


